
THE COLOUR OF 
LIGHT

Colour by Addition



NEWTONS DISCOVERY
Isaac Newton - white light is composed of  different colours

Shined white light through two prisms

First - split light into the visible spectrum

Second - combined the colours back into white light



PRIMARY COLOURS

Red, green, and blue

Red + green + blue = white light

Can’t be formed by other colours

When mixed, can produce all 
colours of  the visible spectrum



PRIMARY COLOURS

Red and Green light produce...... 

Blue and Green light produce........

Red and Blue light produce.......

Red, Blue, Green light produce.....

Yellow light

Cyan light

Magenta light

White light



SECONDARY COLOURS

Mixing two primary colours 
makes the secondary colours

Yellow, Cyan, and Magenta



ADDITIVE COLOUR 
THEORY

Theory that combining the three 
primary colours of  light 
produces white light

Also, that combining two 
primary colours of  light 
produces secondary colours



COMPLIMENTARY 
COLOURS

Complimentary colours are any two colours that appear 
white when mixed together

G + M = G + (R + B) = White light



COMPLIMENTARY 
COLOURS

Each primary colour has a 
secondary colour as its 
compliment

3 Pair’s of  Compliments:

Blue and Yellow

Red and Cyan

Green and Magenta



HUMAN VISION
Human eye is an amazing optical device

It can detect shapes, movement, and the primary colours



HUMAN EYE

Back of  each eye has a layer of  
specialized tissue called the 
retina

Retina contains millions of  two 
types of  light-sensitive cells: rods 
and cones



HUMAN EYE - RODS
Able to detect low levels of  light - used for night vision

Red light does not interfere with our ability to see in low 
light



HUMAN EYE - CONES
Less sensitive to light than rods

Allow us to see colour

3 Types of  Cones:

Red light cones

Blue light cones

Green light cones

Our eyes are most sensitive to yellow light



SEEING COLOURS
Each type of  cone detects a certain colour best

When a cone detects light is sends a nerve signal to the brain

Brain interprets the signals as different colours



TECHNOLOGY AND 
COLOUR

TV’s, digital camera’s, etc...use additive colour theory

Use the primary colours to create a wide range of  colours



TECHNOLOGY AND 
COLOUR

Screens use different sizes and shapes of  pixels and subpixels

Pixel - tiny red, blue, and green luminous dots

Screens with more pixels produce brighter, more colourful, 
and sharper images

TECHNOLOGY AND 
COLOUR


